By March 31, 2021:
Revise Ex. A if specifying new resource per RSS election.
Source: Ex. A, Section 8.1

Revise Ex. D for 4th PP with applicable RSS provisions and Resource amounts.
Source: Ex. D, Section 2.1

By September 30, 2016:
Source: Section 9.1 and Ex. D, Section 2.1

By March 31, 2017:
Revise Ex. A if specifying new resource per RSS election. Source: Ex. A, Section 8.1
Revise Ex. D for 3rd PP with applicable RSS provisions and Resource amounts. Source: Ex. D, Section 2.1

By September 30, 2020:
Notice Deadline for Above-RHWM Load service election choice for 4th Purchase Period (FY2025-2028)
Source: Section 9.1 and Ex. D, Section 2.1

Revise Ex. D for 4th PP with applicable RSS provisions and Resource amounts. Source: Ex. D, Section 2.1

By March 31, 2021:
Revise Ex. A if specifying new resource per RSS election.
Source: Ex. A, Section 8.1

By September 30, 2020:
Notice Deadline for Above-RHWM Load service election choice for 4th Purchase Period (FY2025-2028)
Source: Section 9.1 and Ex. D, Section 2.1

By March 31st of a Rate Case year, for the upcoming Rate Period:
1. Provide updates to forced outage rating, and planned outages.
   Source: Exhibit D, sections 2.2, 2.3.3, & 2.4.4.3
2. Request RSS for the upcoming rate period for newly added Specified resources.
   Source: Exhibit D, sections 2.2
3. For resources with DFS/FORS
   - Provide planned outage information for the upcoming rate period (unless resource has DFS Small Resource Exception)
   - Confirm actual hourly metered data for previous fiscal year.
   Source: Exhibit D, section 2.3.2.1.2

By September 30th of a Rate Case year, for the upcoming Rate Period:
1. Update Ex. D with applicable charges and necessary updates to resources for the upcoming rate period.
   Source: Exhibit D sections 2.1 and 2.2